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FGV 15TH AGM: RESPONSES TO LIVE AGM QUESTIONS RECEIVED 

A. CORPORATE 

 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

3. WAN MOHD RUSHDI BIN 

W.A.LAH 

How about progress and update privatisation or 

takeover of FGV by government of FELDA? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

As things stand, FGV will remain publicly listed until we receive further updates from our 

major Shareholder, FELDA. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

4. JULIA TSAI The Independent non-Executive not seeking re-

election, do they disagree with management or rest of 

the board on certain resolutions / directions hence the 

change of mind in not seeking re-election? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question, Ms. Julia. 

 

We have responded to this question earlier in the pre-AGM question by MSWG. 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

1. MOHD AHZAMIRUL AIMAN BIN 

AHDAR 

What would FGV’s future look like with the takeover 

by FELDA? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you Ahzamirul for your question.  

 

At this juncture, FGV has the support of FELDA to continue with our Business Plan 

(BP25) initiatives. We will continue our efforts and expedite our strategies focusing on 

growing FGV’s high-value-added businesses. The Board will work with the management 

to continue the transformation efforts. 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

2. SAMUEL TAI ZI WEI @ KOH 

KING HONG 

When is the expected completion of privatization 

date of FGV?  

 

Will the offer price be revised higher than RM1.30 

and if there was any competing offers offering higher 

than RM1.30? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your questions. 

 

As things stand, FGV will remain publicly listed until we receive further updates from our 

major Shareholder, FELDA. 

 

As of now, FGV has not received any revised offer to take FGV private.   
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

5. JULIA TSAI Float restoration details will be announced by the end 

of June or more time is needed?  

 

Will there be a shareholders' vote to approve it and 

does Felda need to abstain from the said vote? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

The feasibility of the Corporate Proposal is being actively evaluated, and the Board 

expects to announce the details of the Corporate Proposal by the end of June 2023 barring 

any unforeseen circumstances. 

 

Based on the current proposal, all shareholders of FGV will be eligible to vote at an 

extraordinary general meeting, and will be subject to approvals from the relevant regulatory 

authorities. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

6. JULIA TSAI Which regulatory authorities are needed for the 

Corporate Proposal? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for the question Ms. Julia. 

 

The current structure of the Corporate Proposal is expected to require approvals from 

Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad and the Shariah Advisory Committee of Securities 

Commission Malaysia. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

7. LIM JIT THIN 

 

Morning to the board, since there are three retiring 

directors not seeking re-election, who would be 

replacing the vacant slots?  Is it someone from MOF 

or FELDA? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

The Board is in the process of looking for suitable candidates to be Independent Directors 

to fulfil the requirements of the MCCG 2021. Clause 87 of FGV's Constitution allows up to 

a maximum of twelve (12) directors to be on the FGV Board. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

8. TAN GEOK CHU Since the company listed, there are several 

irregularities found within the Company. What are the 

safeguard to prevent such irregularities to be 

happened again. 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question.  

 

FGV instils and nurtures a culture of good governance and integrity by actively 

communicating with employees and conducting regular training programs to raise 

awareness. We prioritize high governance standards, transparency, and accountability, 

evident through our commitment to our annual endorsement of the Corporate Integrity 

Pledge. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

9. NG MAY CHIA How Is the progress and status of FGV Investment in 

Indonesia Rajawali Plantation? 

 

What is the current Production cost CPO RM/MT for 

FGV plantation? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your questions.  

 

Rajawali Plantation is not FGV's investment. Thus, FGV would not have any knowledge 

on the investment. 

 

The CPO cost ex-mill is forecasted to hover around  RM2,700/MT to RM3,000/MT. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

10. TEOH KAY GUAN How about this Q2 result? its will come to loses? 

RESPONSE 

The Quarter 2 results is expected to be in tandem with the CPO price movement. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

11. TEH KIAN LANG What keeps the CEO awake at night in running the 

company? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

I strive to ensure that FGV Group operates smoothly and executes its strategies in 

accordance to plan.   

 

The volatility in commodity prices, which has a direct impact on the financial performance 

of FGV keeps me awake at night. To mitigate this, we focus on operational efficiency and 

expediting our efforts to grow our value-added businesses to become a “price-maker”.  

 

The increasingly stringent global sustainability standards also concern me. We strive to 

execute our Group Sustainability Framework, which encompasses promoting economic 

growth, respecting human rights, and protecting the environment.  

 

In FGV, we believe that sustainability comes first, profit and growth will follow.   

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

12. TEH KIAN LANG Business outlook in next 6 months? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

Malaysia’s economic growth is projected to be between 4% and 5% in 2023, easing of 

supply chain disruptions and resolving labour shortages expected to boost all economic 

activities.  

 

The agriculture sector is forecasted to grow at 0.7% in 2023, up from 0.1% previously, and 

will be supported mainly by higher oil palm production as labour supply improves and the 

gradual recovery in raw material supplies, particularly fertiliser and animal feed. For 2023, 

the CPO price range is forecasted between RM3,800 per MT and RM4,000 per MT. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

13. TEH KIAN LANG Will 2023 be better than 2022 or be worse due to new 

challenges? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. We have responded to a question on similar matters 

previously. 

 

Other than what has been mentioned, high input costs and soft commodity prices continue 

to be the key factors to our performance. We expect the upcoming months in 2023 to 

remain challenging. Therefore, we are focusing on operational and productivity 

enhancements and we plan to capitalise upon this starting momentum to push through the 

rest of the year and continuously meet the expectations of our stakeholders. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

14. HO YUEH WENG Why is FGV performing so poorly relative to its full 

potential & other similar competing companies? 

 

Going forward, what is in store for minority 

shareholders when the major controlling shareholder 

want to kick out minority shareholders by a proposed 

mandatory take over at ridiculously insulting low price 

relative to its NTS & IPO price, please explain? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

In 1Q 2023, the whole Plantation industry is affected by a decline of CPO price. For FGV, 

the Group's performance was also mainly impacted by higher cost of production such as 

gas price, fertiliser and challenges in the Sugar Sector. 

 

As of now, FGV has not received any revised offer to take FGV private. Decision by FELDA 

on its shareholding in FGV is a shareholder matter. As things stand, FGV will remain 

publicly listed until we receive further updates from our major shareholder, FELDA. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

15. TOONG LUP PING To FGV GCEO, there is market news of Perspective 

Lane wants to monopolize sugar and buy MSM. Will 

FGV and Felda be selling MSM? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

Currently, FGV has not received any official proposal on this matter. Announcement will 

be made in accordance to the relevant requirements should there be any material 

development on this matter.   

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

16. LIM PIN YEONG Can you enlighten the minority shareholders on the 

rumour of Syed Moktar taking over MSM? 

 

Any plan to attempt another privatisation of FGV? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

Currently, FGV has not received an official proposal on this matter. An announcement will 

be made in accordance to the relevant requirements should there be any material 

development on this matter. 

 

The privatisation plan is a Shareholder matter, and FGV is not privy to such information. 

We will make the necessary announcement as and when we receive information on this 

matter. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

17. KER BEOW GHEE Morning to the board, the sugar sector has long been 

underperforming and MSM shares has been traded 

very low, will FGV consider divesting MSM? Is there 

any offers or interest parties to acquire MSM?  

 

Lately the share price and traded volume has been 

increasing & unusually high. Care to elaborate, my 

chairman? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

As of now, FGV is focusing on its efforts to address the challenges in the sugar business. 

 

Currently, FGV has not received any official proposal on this matter. The stock market is 

affected by many external factors which include the expectations of shareholders. We are 

not able to say a specific factor that influences the current market share activity of MSM at 

this point. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

18. FUAD AKMAL BIN MOHAMAD 

ZAHIR 

Hi BOD and all shareholders. My question is;  

 

Any progress JV with Baladna company? any 

agreement to be materialized? 

 

What commitment from FGV towards national food 

security? 

 

Please comment on rumours on MSM Holdings 

Berhad will take over by TS Syed Mokhtar al-Bukhary. 

Refer to news from The Edges Malaysia this week. 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question, Mr Fuad. 

 

We are in the process of finalising the Conditions Precedent, and the independent advisor 

has completed the project’s feasibility study. We are also engaging with the government 

on regulatory enhancements to encourage the development of the domestic milk 

production industry. Management and the JV parties are working on the internal process 

and will announce if there is any material development on the project. 

 

We have responded to the next 2 questions in our responses to earlier questions. 
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B. FINANCIAL 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

20. SAMUEL TAI ZI WEI @ KOH 

KING HONG 

 

What has caused the significant drop in Q1 2023 

profit?  

 

Is it expected to be one quarter impact with recovery 

for following quarters? or will this performance remain 

for the near future? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

The significant drop in Q1 2023 profit was mainly due to lower palm product margins as a 

result of a decrease in the average CPO price as well as higher CPO cost ex-mill. 

Additionally, the performance was also impacted by lower fertilizer margins and challenges 

in the Sugar Sector due to increase in gas prices and higher refining costs. 

 

CPO prices are expected to remain stable in the near term, ranging between RM3,800 per 

MT to RM4,000 per MT.  

 

We anticipate improved FFB production this year with additional migrant workers which 

will positively impact our operational performance. However, we also remain cautious of 

adverse weather conditions that could impact our palm oil production, such as the El Nino 

weather pattern towards the end of the year. 

 

As for Sugar Sector, the expansion into a new product category i.e.  introduction of a 

premium sugar offering, will enable the Sugar Sector to strengthen its competitive stance 

and secure long-term viability in the industry. 

 

 

 

 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

19. SAMUEL TAI ZI WEI @ KOH 

KING HONG  

Will there be any expectations of additional dividends 

to be paid in 2023? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

We will consider the payment of dividend based on our Dividend Payment Policy of at least 

50% of the Group’s PATAMI to be paid out as dividend. 

 

We will also take into consideration factors such as cash position, gearing,  retained 

earnings, expected financial performance and any other factors deemed relevant to the 

business. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

21. CHEAH SANG CHUAN  With a 30-40% year-on-year drop in CPO prices in 

6M2023, how much impact will it have on FGV's 

profitability for the 2023 financial year? And does there 

any rectified plan to minimize the impact? 

FGV has declared an impressive dividend per share 

(DPS) of 15 cents for FY22. What is the estimated 

DPS distribution for FY23? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you Cheah Sang Chuan for the question. 

 

Assuming other variables remain constant, on average, every RM100 movement in CPO 

price will impact FGV's profitability by approximately RM80 million. Our practise is to 

minimise the impact through hedging mechanism and close monitoring of market 

movement. 

 

We have responded on the question on dividend in our earlier response. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

22. AZLENE BINTI ARIFFIN The main reason for the increase in PATAMI 2022 is 

predominantly due to the rising average price of CPO.  

 

How does FGV expect to improve their performance 

should the CPO price drop to a normal average price 

similar to the previous years? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you Azlene for your question.  

 

We have been improving our operational performance by taking effective measures to 

improve efficiency and achieve better cost savings. We are also fortifying our consumer 

products division with the launch of several new lines of items. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

23. MUHAMMAD IRWAN BIN BIDIN What is the ratio of the annual total compensation of 

the CEO to the median of the annual total 

compensation of all employees, except the CEO? 

 

What happen to the share hold by Peneroka FELDA? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for the question. 

 

The GCEO total compensation is 96% of the median of the annual total compensation of 

all employees. 

 

We cannot comment on this matter as it is a shareholder matter, and we do not control nor 

determine Peneroka FELDA's shareholding in FGV.   
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

24. NURUL MAHFUZAH BINTI 

MAHAYUDDIN 

The director's remuneration increased by 25%+- how 

about employee remuneration?    

 

The same peers of plantation companies paid good 

bonus for staff in year 2022 , how about FGV ? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for the question Nurul.  

 

The employees remuneration is benchmarked against the industry for Merit Increase and 

Annual Performance Bonus. 

 

C. BUSINESS OPERATION 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

25. TUAN JAZLAN BIN TUAN 

MOOD 

In the past, there has been intention to renegotiate the 

Land Lease Agreement with Felda. What is the update 

on this initiative? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question Tuan Jazlan. 

 

There are no changes on the status of the LLA land with FELDA being the major 

shareholder of FGV. In fact, FGV is working closely with FELDA to ensure that the lands 

are managed efficiently and supply of FFB from the settlers’ land are maximised 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

26. ISNAN FITRI BIN MOHD AZMI How does the weather affect FGV’s FFB production? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question Mr Isnan. 

 

Moisture is one of the three important elements that directly affects the vegetative growth 

and yield production of oil palm trees. Two other elements are sunlight exposure and 

nutrient availability/uptake. 

 

Dry conditions or moisture deficits occurred in the previous months in 14 regions of FGV 

(which is 78% of our plantations). This has resulted in lower bunch formation which led to 

low yields and production in the first half of the year. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

27. LIEW CHEE MENG Is modern agricultural mechanisation/automation 

(using drones) implemented to increase productivity? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

We have a mechanisation blueprint in order to reduce dependency on labour. 

We have been using the drone for pesticide applications for Pest & Disease and digital 

field mapping. 

 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

29. CHONG SAW TWAN May I know why your SAJI cooking oil very fast to emit 

smoke/ fumes compare to others palm oil? Is it the 

same votality as other Co palm oil? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

Rest assured that SAJI’s oil has gone through stringent quality test.  

 

As for emission of smoke/fumes, it is most probably an isolated case which requires further 

investigations. Please feel free to contact our Customer Care line at 012 385 0505 or email 

at careline@fgvholdings.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

28. MOHD AHZAMIRUL AIMAN BIN 

AHDAR 

How does FGV contribute to the national food 

security efforts? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question.  

 

As part of our business strategy, FGV has begun exploring new focus areas driven by our 

aim to deliver sustainable foods and agriproducts to the world. We are building our 

capabilities in the food value chain to create higher value-add products and unlock 

synergies present within the Group.  

 

We are currently nurturing two areas, Consumer Products and Integrated Farming, which 

focus on three segments: FMCG, Fresh Produce and Industrial Products. We seek to 

support the country’s National Agrofood Policy (2.0) and help increase self-sufficiency 

rates for selected food items. 
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D. SUSTAINABILITY 

 

 

 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

31. MUHAMMAD IRWAN BIN BIDIN What strategies, targets, policies, actions or 

governance framework does your company have in 

place to address sustainability risks while still ensuring 

continuous profitability? 

 

How are you navigating ESG trade-offs? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

FGV’s sustainability agenda is driven and guided by its Group Sustainability Policy 

(GSP) and Sustainability Framework, which are underpinned by three pillars and 

supported through several focus areas, as follows: 

i. Promoting economic growth  

 Responsible Sourcing 

 Responsible Production 

 Enhancement of Livelihood 

 

ii. Respecting human rights 

 Ethical Labour Practices 

 Child Protection 

 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 

 

iii. protecting the environment 

 Circular Economy 

 Biodiversity & Wildlife Management 

 Climate action 

Among FGV’s ESG targets in 2023 are as follows: 

i. To resolve the issue of the WRO by the US CBP. 

ii. To establish FGV’s greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction target. 

iii. To further promote and internalize diversity, equity and inclusion across FGV’s 

structures and operations with a focus on gender equality and women 

empowerment. 

iv. To continue implementing FGV’s child protection programmes. 

FGV’s commitment to the sustainability and ESG agenda is the company’s topmost 

priority and is reflected through the ethos of ‘sustainability first, growth and profit will 

follow’ as promulgated by our GCEO. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

30. ISNAN FITRI BIN MOHD AZMI What is the update on the compensation fees for 

migrant workers? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you En Isnan.  

 

FGV has begun to reimburse recruitment fees for its existing workers in three tranches. 

The first two tranches paid in March 2023 and June 2023 to 20,000 of its existing migrant 

workers totalled RM50 million. The final tranche will be paid in September 2023. The total 

reimbursements will be RM82 million.  

 

In addition to the above, we have also engaged Elevate to start the process of identifying 

and validating our former workers. 

 

E. AGM RELATED 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

32. AZLENE BINTI ARIFFIN Since Malaysia is already in the endemic phase, when 

will FGV conduct the physical AGM? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question Ms Azlene Ariffin.  

 

As of now, there is no plan to conduct the AGM physically. However, we take note of the 

point for our next AGM. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

33. TEH PENG TIN How much does the company spend on this virtual 

AGM? 

I would like to request a printed hard copy of the 

company annual report 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your question. 

 

Organising this entire virtual AGM via a virtual meeting platform with remote participation 

and voting facilities, including door gifts costs of around RM590,000. 

 

We take note of your request, However, for any request of the FGV's Annual Integrated 

Report 2022, Shareholders need to fill in the request form available on FGV's website at 

www.fgvholdings.com and submit the same to the Share Registrar of the Company. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

34. HANAFYAH BIN AHMAD Hi, I hope that the next and future AGM can be 

conducted online. Thank you 

RESPONSE 

Thank you En. Hanafyah. 

 

We take note of your suggestion. FGV’s stance is consistent with that adopted by the 

Securities Commission as stated in the Guidance Note and FAQs on Conduct of General 

Meetings for Listed Issuers. 

 

FGV will continue to engage its Shareholders via virtual general meeting in the future, to 

allow the Company to cater to the different needs of its Shareholders. We hope this would 

facilitate greater shareholders’ participation and enhance the proceedings of our general 

meetings. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

35. AZIM BIN KAMARUDDIN Bolehkah AGM diadakan dalam bahasa melayu 

dalam usaha memartabatkan bahasa kebangsaan? 

RESPONSE 

Thank you En Azim for your question.  

 

We have shareholders from all backgrounds, ethnics, races and nationalities. The AGM is 

conducted in English to cater the needs of all shareholders. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

36. MOHD RIDZUAN BIN MOHD 

NOOR 

Due to online streaming stability, can we have Q&A in 

the corporate website? Please provide link, tq. 

RESPONSE 

Thank you En. Mohd Ridzuan for your question. 

 

Yes, we will endeavour to answer all questions raised by the Shareholders.  

 

We will publish all questions together with our responses on our corporate website as soon 

as practicable. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

37. LIEW YAO QIN Please be informed that I failed to receive door gift for 

the last 14th AGM 2022, due to administrative 

inadequacies.  

Hope that such matters do not recur. Many thanks. 

RESPONSE 

Thank you and we take note of your comment. 

 

As practiced in previous virtual AGMs, all Shareholders/Proxies/Corporate 

Representatives participating in our AGM today will receive an email containing a unique 

voucher code and link to redeem the door gift between 22 and 30 June 2023.  

 

Please follow the instruction in the email to redeem your door gift. The expiration date to 

redeem the door gift is on 20th August 2023. 

 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S NAME QUESTION 

38. LEE CHEW FOONG Dear Board of Directors, 

 

Thank you for giving a door gift to shareholders as we 

have worked hard, taken a lot of time, efforts, 

involvement and participation in this important AGM. 

However, the door gift value should exclude the 

expensive delivery charges of about RM20 so that this 

value saved can be given to the poor shareholders 

too. The shareholders are innocently bearing this high 

cost. 

 

We hope the Board of Directors could kindly give us 

Touch & Go reload vouchers which will avoid /save 

delivery charges. 

    

Thank you very much for your kindness and 

generosity. 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your suggestion. 

 

As FGV aspires to be Malaysia’s premier food company, we think that its justified that our 

door gift consists of FGV’s products worth RM50 to shareholders who are participating in 

today’s AGM.  

 

That in a way, will help to promote and create more awareness on our food products 

among our valuable shareholders. 
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F. MISCELLANEOUS 

NO. SHAREHOLDER’S 

NAME 

QUESTION 

39. LAU THING SING May I know what is the company's future outlook? 

 

Will the Board consider giving door gift such e-voucher or e-

wallets for those participating in this AGM as a token of 

appreciation ? 

40. TUAN JAZLAN BIN 

TUAN MOOD 

In the past, there has been intention to renegotiate the Land 

Lease Agreement with Felda. What is the update on this 

initiative? 

41. SEE YOOT WAH Good morning. 

 

Thank you door gift appreciate increase value. Thank you. 

42. TAN TENG CHEE Good morning. 

 

Door gift thank you 

Appreciate value increase? 

43. TAN ENG WAUN Good morning. 

 

Thank you for the door gift. 

Appreciate increase value. 

44. TAN SHOK HAR Good morning Chairman. 

 

Thank you for the door gift Appreciate increase value please. 

God bless. 

45. TAN KIM SING Amount of vouchers? 

46. TEE QUE ENG How much RM of vouchers given? 

47. TAN BOON AIK How much the amount of vouchers? 

48. TEH SUE LENG Would the BOD kindly give e- wallet as a token of appreciation 

for attending this virtual meeting? 

49. MOHAMAD 

NAQIUDDIN BIN ROSDI 

What is today AGM door gift? Thank you. 

50. LEE SUAN BEE Would the BOD kindly give e- voucher as a token of 

appreciation for attending today’s RPV? 

51. SING CHAW @ SENG 

KONG CHOO 

Any door gift? 

52. LIM WENG WONG Got door gift? 

53. HO WING SENG Is the company giving out any form of vouchers for this AGM? 

 

Can I have a hardcopy of the annual report to be sent to me? 

54. KOW LIH SHI This year can give more dividend ? 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S 

NAME 

QUESTION 

55. LIEW CHEE MENG Please be informed that I failed to receive the last year 14th 

AGM door gift as promised due to administrative inadequacies. 

Hope that the matters do not recur. Many thanks. 

56. LEE HUONG SING Please send a hard copy of FGV annual report to me. 

 

Lee Huong Sing 

226 Jalan C4, Taman Melawati 53100 Kuala Lumpur 

 

Thank you very much. 

57. NGEE GEOK CHOO I am mdm Ngee Geok Choo. 

 

Please send me a copy of the latest annual report thank you. 

58. TEH SUE LENG I would like to request a printed hard copy of the company 

annual report. 

59. HO CHUN KIT Please send me hardcopy annual report, my h/p no 

0193213216. 

 

Thanks. 

60. MOHAMAD 

NAQIUDDIN BIN ROSDI 

What is the total cost for today virtual AGM? 

61. CHOY YAU KEE When is the company going to hold physical AGM ? 

62. LEONG WAI LENG Morning BOD please send a copy of annual report to me.  

 

Please give e-wallet or e-vouchers to those attend this 

meeting.Tq Annie Goh. 

63. LEE TUCK KEONG Hi BOD. When can FGV pay a better Dividend? 

64. WAN MOHD RUSHDI 

BIN W.A.LAH 

I hope company give some e-voucher to all shareholder join 

this AGM today. 

65. LEE TUCK FEONG Hello BOD.  When are you reverting back to physical AGM?   

 

Rather a Hybrid one.  

 

Thank you 

66. LEE KWAI YOONG Hi Chairman.  

 

With better results, are there better Dividend payment? 

67. SENG CHONG BOON any door gift for shareholder attending AGM? 

68. WONG OI CHUN @ 

WONG SOW CHENG 

Hi Chairman. With better performance results, can we expect 

better door gifts and dividends? 

69. KOH KAR HUAN What's the status of public spread rectification action? 

70. LEE YU KEONG Any progress about the public spread of shares? 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S 

NAME 

QUESTION 

71. TAN SAIK KUEN Please continue to hold virtual meetings as it is both 

environmentally friendly and is efficient. 

 

Do continue to give us good door gifts though.  

 

Thank you. 

72. LIEW CHEE SENG Can the board continue to hold virtual AGM as shareholders 

from out of Klang Valley can attend the AGM too? 

 

Thank you. 

73. CHONG LIM FAH Can the board consider to hold  virtual AGM as shareholders 

from very far from AGM venue can attend too? 

74. JULIA TSAI The potential privatisation by Felda or alternatively float 

restoration has been an overhang on share price. Has the 

board or management have any discussions with Felda to 

understand their thinking and timeline? 

 

If not, why not. 

75. TAN SAIK KUEN Please do not privatise the Company as it is detrimental to us 

small shareholders based on the current share price.  

 

Furthermore, we trusted the Brand when the Company was 

listed. Thank you. 

76. HANI BINTI HUSSAIN FGV should revert back to giving us digital vouchers for us to 

redeem at supermarkets. This was done many years ago until 

it was replaced with the current practice where the 

shareholders have to bear the VERY HIGH  delivery charges. 

77. STEPHEN LYE TUCK 

MENG 

Mr Chairman - Do not use Boardroom for RPV in future. It is 

not integrated and doesn't allow us to vote when the meeting 

starts.  

 

Need a separate app for RPV. Complaints made to Boardroom 

Senior Management are ignored. Use SSHSB or TRICOR in 

future. TQ. 

78. TAN GEOK CHU It is always a red flag whereby the company Directors don’t 

agree to seek for re-election at very last minutes.  

 

Is their intention not to seek for re-election were convey to the 

Company at very last minutes? Any reason for that? 

79. STEPHEN LYE TUCK 

MENG 

Mr Chairman - Kindly allow us to vote when the meeting starts 

and not keep us waiting long. TQ. 

80. HAN SHIAO YIE What time is the meeting? 

81. TEH SUE LENG May I know why cannot send messages? Please reply. 

82. NORAINI BT RAMLE There is no sound here. 
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NO. SHAREHOLDER’S 

NAME 

QUESTION 

83. ONG LIAN SUAN Hi 

84. FAH RUEY LIN Hello 

85. HAN SHIAO SHEE Hi 

86. LEE KUAN WENG Hi 

87. HAN YEE KUAN @ 

HAN YEE KWANG 

Hello 

88. HAN YOK KUANG Hi 

89. HAN SHENG LOONG Hello 

90. SEE HAN CHOW Thank You 

RESPONSE 

Thank you for your questions and suggestions. We have responded to all your questions relating 

to the AGM, door gift, annual integrated report, dividend and other similar questions in our earlier 

responses. 

 


